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The rapid erosion of value in SVB's bond portfolio made plain
the power of math and markets and how they can turn against
you like an unexpected flash flood. 

Here is a simple explainer on basic bond math that is good to
know even if you are not a bank CFO.

1.) The basic construct of a bond is simple: 

Principal: The amount that is owed, usually denoted as $1,000. 

Coupon: The interest that is paid periodically, for example 1%. 

Maturity: Refers to by which date the bond needs to be repaid by the issuer, e.g. 1 year or 30

years.

2. Bonds come with credit risk. 

Credit risk refers to the issuer not paying back. 

A junk bond may have very high credit risk.  

A U.S. government bond may have virtually zero credit risk. 

In 2008, the issue was seemingly low credit risk bonds defaulting due to credit risk.

3. But bonds also come with interest rate risk.  

Rate risk refers to how bond prices go down as rates go up. 

This can be "insured" with rate derivatives, but those are not always cheap. 

SVB held a portfolio of low credit risk bonds, but they still had exposure to rate risk.
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4. Bond valuation is simple and based on discounted cash flows. 

A 1 year duration, $1,000 face value bond, with a 1% coupon, when interest rates are 1%, is

worth $1,000. 

This is called Par. 

I will receive $1,010 in one year, and discounting by 1%, $1,010 divided by 1% = $1,000

5. If rates go down, bond values go up. 

If rates now go to 0%, by bond goes up in value. 

I was due to receive $1,010 in one year.  

$1,010 discounted by 0% is $1,010, so my bond value went up by $10, or 1% as rates dropped

by 1%.

6. If rates go up, bond values go down.  

If rates go to 2% instead: 

I was due to receive $1,010. 

$1,010 discounted by 2% is $990. 

So my bond that was worth par at 1% has now gone down by $10 or 1% in value as rates went

up 1%.

7. Duration is a key concept that amplifies the movements in bond prices. 

As a general rule, for every 1% increase or decrease in interest rates, a bond's price will

change approximately 1% in the opposite direction for every year of duration.

8. The above examples of price changes were for a bond with a one year duration. 

As we saw, for a 1% change in rates, the price changed by 1% given the 1 year duration. 

If the duration of the bond had been 2 years, the bond price would have gone down 2% when

rates wen up 1%.



9. Maturity does not equal duration. 

If we think of the cash flows flowing from the bond (the annual coupons and principal

payment at the end) as bags of money positioned on a lever, the duration is the fulcrum point

that balances this lever.

10. For a one year bond, duration is very close to 1. 

For a 30 year bond, with 1% annual coupons, the duration is closer to 25.  

If the coupons were higher, duration would start moving towards 24, 23 to rebalance the

lever as more weight shifts forward.
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11. A common question is why a thirty year bond does not have a duration of 30. 

The answer is that it would, if there were no coupon payments.  

Unlike a lever in a playground, the lever in this analogy has zero weight.

12. To illustrate the power of duration, let's consider a 30 year bond issued when rates were

at 1%. 

Since duration is 25, if rates go up by 1%, the bond value goes down by 25%, from $1,000 to

$750.  

If the rates go up by 2%, the bond value would go down by approx 50%.

13. This was the unfortunate and unforgiving combination of math and markets that hit SVB. 

They got flooded with deposits when rates were at all time lows, & plowed those deposits into

very low credit risk bonds. 

But the bonds had long duration.  

And rates went up.
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14. It is very important to note here that given the low credit risk, the bonds would have been

fine if held to maturity.  

However, SVB's depositors decided to withdraw their deposits en masse, and at the speed of

Twitter. 

And the NPV got crystalized into a loss.

15. SVB also went to the Fed as a lender of last resort to pledge their bond portfolio as

collateral.  

At that point in time (last week) the Fed would have marked the bond portfolio to market

before accepting it as collateral. 

I refer you to @matt_levine for his excellent take.

16. In hindsight, it is not surprising that a rapid rise in rates disrupts the world of finance. 

That is how finance works.  

Whether it is a $1,000 bond, or trillions in national debt, the math applies without

discrimination. 

And we are not yet out of the woods.

17. We will continue to explore this issue in more depth and continue sharing insights.  

Please follow me @yusufozdalga if you found this article interesting and retweet it to share it

with others. 

And post any comments or corrections in reply.
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